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WELCOME TO RWDEVCON!

Thanks so much for being a part of RWDevCon!
We’ve designed RWDevCon according to four key principles:

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE

TEAM COORDINATION

INSPIRATION

FRIENDSHIP

We believe the best way to learn
a subject is through hands-on
experience. At RWDevCon, you’ll
learn by doing!

RWDevCon is coordinated as
a team—so we can make sure
we cover the right topics, and
make each tutorial shine!

There’s more than just
tutorials—we also have
several inspiration talks that
will fill you with new ideas and
energy.

We believe one of the best
parts about going to a
conference is the people—so
get ready to party and play!

You will see these 4 principles reflected in the schedule that follows—we think the combination makes something really special.
The team and I can’t wait to meet you in Alexandria!

New this year: RWConnect!
The theme at RWDevCon this year is “connection”. In particular, the connections
and friendships that we make with each other at the conference.
To encourage this spirit of connection, this year we are bringing the following
8 features to RWDevCon:

1

RWConnect
Open Spaces

Connect with other conference
attendees on the topics you’re
most passionate about!
In the afternoon on day 1,
we’ll have small group roundtable discussions on topics
proposed and led by fellow
attendees. This is a great way
to share what you’ve learned,
and to learn from others.

4

RWConnect
Design Lab

Want to get some design
assistance with your app?
Stop by our RWConnect Design
Lab in the Edison Foyer, and
talented UX/UI Designers Luis
Abreu and Luke Freeman will
be glad to review your apps
and give suggestions!

2

RWConnect
Hackathon

In the evening of day 1,
join your fellow attendees in
coming up with ideas, testing
your skills, and collaborating on
a new project.
A hackathon is a perfect way to
see just how much you can get
accomplished in a short period
of time. Code for as long or as
little as you like – go all night if
you wish!

5

RWConnect
Board Game Zone

Do you like board games?
Stop by the Board Game Zone
during day 1 and day 2 lunch,
play some games led by our
volunteers, and make some
new friends!
This is a guided activity that is
great for both introverts and
extroverts.

3

RWConnect
Family Fun Days

CONNECT

Want to bring your family with
you to the conference?
Our volunteers are organizing
some fun family activities for
families to enjoy together in
Washington D.C. while you are
at the conference.
Just meet in the lobby at
9:30AM sharp each day!

6

RWConnect
Trivia Night

Join James Dempsey on
Saturday night for the
RWConnect Trivia Night!
Split into small teams to
answer iOS, Swift, and Apple
trivia questions to win “optional
prizes” - which could be an
amazing prize, or could be nil!

7

RWConnect
Women’s Meetup

On Day 1 (Friday) during
lunch, meet and greet with
fellow women who code for an
informal discussion! :]

8

RWConnect
Open & Closing
Receptions

Begin and end the conference
with a bang with our opening
and closing receptions, with
great food, great drinks, and
great folks!

SCHEDULE OVERVIEW
THURSDAY APRIL 5: WORKSHOP DAY
The workshops are only for “Conference + Pre-Conference Workshop” ticket holders (not “Conference Only” ticket holders).
However, all ticket holders are invited to the RWConnect Opening Reception!
Edison A/B/C

Edison D

7:00 - 8:00

Breakfast & Registration

8:00 - 8:15

Workshop Welcoming Remarks

8:30 - 12:30

Swift Algorithms Workshop

12:30 - 1:30
1:30 - 5:30
5:00 - 6:00

Machine Learning Workshop
Lunch

Practical Instruments Workshop

ARKit Workshop
Break

Edison Foyer
CONNECT

6:00 - 8:00

RWConnect Opening Reception & Early Registration
Everyone’s invited! Come meet the team, collect your badge, and get to know your fellow conference attendees.

SCHEDULE OVERVIEW
FRIDAY APRIL 6

RWConnect Family Fun Day
Meet in the lobby at 9:30am

Edison A/B/C

Edison D

Edison E/F/G

7:00 - 8:00

Breakfast & Registration (Edison Foyer)

8:00 - 8:45

Keynote & Opening Remarks

CONNECT

9:00 - 10:45

1: Living Style Guides

2: Swift 4 Serialization

3: Architecting Modules

11:00 - 12:45

4: Building a Video Player App

5: Auto Layout Best Practices

6: Clean Architecture on iOS

12:45 - 1:45

Lunch • RWConnect Board Game Zone • RWConnect Women’s Meetup (in Curie room)

1:45 - 3:00
3:15 - 5:00

Inspiration Talks 1-2
7: Android for iOS Developers

8: The Art of the Chart

9: Spring Cleaning Your App

Edison Foyer

Edison D

Wright

Open Spaces

CONNECT

raywenderlich.com Live Podcast
Hackathon

Carlyle Club
CONNECT

7:00 - 11:00

CONNECT

Server Side Swift with Kitura

CONNECT

5:00 - 7:00

CONNECT

Party and RWConnect Trivia Night!

(continues all night!)

SCHEDULE OVERVIEW
SATURDAY APRIL 7

RWConnect Family Fun Day
Meet in the lobby at 9:30am

Edison A/B/C

Edison D

7:00 - 8:00

CONNECT

Edison E/F/G

Breakfast & Registration (Edison Foyer)

8:00 - 9:45

10: Improving App Quality with TDD

11: Advanced WKWebView

12: Clean Architecture on Android

10:00 - 11:45

13: Getting Started with ARKit

14: Custom Views

15: App Development Workflow

Lunch & RWConnect Board Game Zone
(RWDevCon Hackathon projects due)

11:45 - 12:45
12:45 - 2:30
2:45 - 4:00

16: Integrating Metal Shaders
with SceneKit

17: Xcode Tips & Tricks

Inspiration Talks 3-5

CONNECT

18: Advanced Unidirectional
Architecture
Cloud Firestore Workshop

4:15 - 5:00

Closing Remarks

5:00 - 7:00

RWConnect Closing Reception

CONNECT

SCHEDULE DETAILS
Room

April 5: 8:30 – 12:30

EDISON ABC

Swift Collection Protocols Workshop
Kelvin Lau
Swift Algorithm Club

Vincent Ngo
Swift Algorithm Club

A stroll down an alleyway of the Swift standard library. In this
workshop, you’ll learn about the Swift collection protocols which
powers much of the standard library.
You’ll walk away with advanced knowledge and techniques that
will augment your daily Swift development and impress your
interviewers.

Machine Learning Workshop

EDISON D

Patrick Kwete
Resident Authors Team

April 5: 1:30 – 5:30
Practical Instruments Workshop
Luke Parham
Video Team Member
Have you been working with iOS for a few years now but always
been a little bit too nervous to jump into Instruments and try to
track down some problems in your app? Maybe I’m way off and
you’re a little newer to the game and you’re just really interested in
trying to improve your app’s performance. Either way, by the end
of this workshop you’ll have a good feel for how to use Instruments
to dive deep into what’s happening while your app is working and
see exactly where the bottlenecks are.

ARKit Workshop
Audrey Tam
Video Team Member

With Apple’s new CoreML and Vision frameworks, you can now add
machine learning AI to your apps. In this hands-on workshop, you’ll
learn what machine learning actually is, how to train a model, and
integrate it into an app.

Joey Devilla
Android Team Member
If you watched that stunning augmented reality (AR) demonstration
at WWDC 2017 and thought “I’d like to make apps like that
someday,” “someday” starts at this workshop. You’ll learn about
the features of Apple’s ARKit augmented reality framework,
harness data from the camera and your users’ motions, present
information and draw images over real-world scenes, and make
the world your View Controller!

SCHEDULE DETAILS
Room

April 6: 9:00 – 10:45

EDISON ABC

1: Living Style Guides

EDISON D

PREREQUISITES

Ellen Shapiro
TBD
iOS Team Member
Learn how to make and manage a Living
Style Guide for your application, which can show all of the building
blocks for your application both in and out of context. With a Living
Style Guide, you always have a quick way to view the building blocks
of your application, the ability to build out new views quickly and
consistently, and the power to make changes in one place which are
reflected throughout your whole app.

2: Swift 4 Serialization

EDISON EFG

April 6: 11:00– 12:45

PREREQUISITES

4: Cloning Netflix: Surely it
Can’t be That Hard

PREREQUISITES

5: Auto Layout Best Practices

PREREQUISITES

TBD
Sam Davies
Razeware CTO
Netflix remains the leader in the binge-watching, evening-wasting
habits of modern TV viewers. How hard could it be to copy this
model? Quite hard, as it turns out. In this session, you’ll learn how to
solve challenges unique to the architecture and construction of video
streaming apps. You’ll discover some interesting iOS features you
weren’t aware of before, and how to use these in your own apps.

Ray Fix
TBD
Swift Team Lead
Swift 4 introduced the Codable API and
compiler support for simplifying how serialization is done and for
supporting all Swift types including value types such as enums and
structs. This session will cover strategies for using Codable to build
models for real world RESTful JSON APIs. But that’s not all. Once your
models are Codable, you can leverage this machinery to go beyond
JSON. Find out how in this session.

Gemma Barlow
TBD
Swift Team Member
Auto Layout takes effort to learn, and can be
notoriously painful to do so. But once you have the basics, how can
you become efficient at applying, editing and debugging constraints?
In this session we will examine some best practices for AutoLayout,
looking at examples via Interface Builder and in code. The session will
focus primarily on AutoLayout for iOS.

3: Architecting Modules

6: Clean Architecture on iOS

PREREQUISITES

Mike Katz
TBD
iOS Team Member
Modularity in code goes hand-in-hand with
readability, testablity, reusability, scalability, and reliability, along
with many other ilities. This session covers how to make modules,
figure out what code goes in a module, and then how to use those
modules for maximum success. You’ll learn best practices in code
encapsulation and reuse, learn some programming buzz words, and
level up your Xcode skills.

PREREQUISITES

Anthony Lockett
TBD
Tutorial Team Recruiter
Architecture is the design of functional, safe,
sustainable and aesthetically pleasing software. There are many
ways to architect your applications like the common MVC, MVP and
MVVM patterns. This session will get you comfortable with clean
architecture and show you how to transform a basic application built
using MVC to a clean architecture using VIPER that is scalable.

SCHEDULE DETAILS
Room

April 6: 1:45 – 3:00
RWConnect Open Spaces Introduction

EDISON ABC
EDISON D

Brandon Satrom
Tangible
Get an overview of the new RWConnect Open Spaces event
coming this afternoon, and learn how you can be a part of it!

The Game of Life
Daniel Steinberg
Dim Sum Thinking

We have a ton of tools at our disposal
when we program. We also have a
tenaciousness to spend most of our lives on things that don’t work.
Finally, some of us also have a superpower: We remember to step back
from our app and look at it from the user’s point of view. In this talk we
apply our tools, tenaciousness, and superpower to the game of life.

Successfully Derailed Product
Cate Huston
Automattic
As individuals we - implicitly or explicitly - define success, as do teams.
But how do these definitions and incentives impact how and what
we build? Let’s talk about the ways in which the dysfunctions of your
organization become the dysfunctions of your product.

EDISON EFG

Server Side Swift with Kitura

David Okun
IBM
Kitura is the REST API framework in Swift written by IBM, and has been
in development since Swift was open sourced. In this workshop, I’ll
get you started with a fully functional API using the latest and greatest
features of Swift. You’ll have an API that uses Codable for GET, POST,
and DELETE requests - simplifying the code you have to write. Finally,
I’ll introduce you to Kitura’s new ORM feature, which builds on top of
Codable to make saving data even easier than before!

April 6: 3:15 – 5:00
7: Android for iOS Developers

PREREQUISITES

Christine Abernathy
TBD
iOS Team Member
Learn the fundamentals of Android
development through this tutorial. You’ll build
an app from scratch that walks you through Android layout,
resources, list views, navigation, networking and material design.
Along the way, I’ll compare and contrast the concepts with those
found in building iOS apps.

8: The Art of the Chart

PREREQUISITES

Rich Turton
TBD
iOS Team Member
When you’re asked to include charts or graphs
in an app, don’t panic and reach for a thirdparty library. In this session you’ll learn how to make your own
fancy-looking data visualisations, with animations and color
effects as a bonus!

9: Spring Cleaning Your App

PREREQUISITES

Alex Curran
TBD
iOS Team Member
Have you ever run into a legacy app with a
Massive View Controller or other architectural
problems? In this session, you’ll learn how to give legacy apps a
spring cleaning. You’ll learn how to iteratively split apart code, add
testing, and prevent problems from happening again.

SCHEDULE DETAILS
Room

April 6: 5:00 – 7:00

April
April
6: 7:00
6: 7:00
– 11:00
– 11:00

RWConnect Open Spaces

RWDevCon Party!

Topics will be proposed and led by fellow attendees,
and they are a great way to share what you’ve
learned, and learn from others.

raywenderlich.com Live Podcast
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COURTHOUSE SQUARE

CARLYLE CLUB

COURTHOUSE

The Carlyle Club
2050 Ballenger Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22314
Walking Directions
Go out the front of the
Westin Alexandria, and turn
left. The Club is across the
street on the corner.

TH
BE

Join Dru & Janie in a special live recording of a
raywenderlich.com podcast episode!

Must be 21 or over.

JAMIESON AVE

CARLYLE CLUB

RWConnect Trivia Night!

ZA
LN

WRIGHT

Join us at the Carlyle Club, an old-school supper club right
across the street from the hotel. There will be delicious food,
an open bar, and an awesome stage perfect for the ultimate
RWDevCon show:

I
EL

EDISON D

EDISON FOYER

Connect with other conference attendees on the
topics you’re most passionate about!

RWConnect Hackathon
Joshua Greene
iOS Team Member
Sleep is overrated. Join your fellow attendees in coming up with ideas, testing your skills, and collaborating on a new
project. A hackathon is a perfect way to see just how much you can get accomplished in a short period of time. Code
for as long or as little as you like – go all night if you wish!

SCHEDULE DETAILS

EDISON EFG

EDISON D

EDISON ABC

Room

April 7: 8:00 – 9:45

April 7: 10:00– 11:45

10: Improving App Quality with
Test Driven Development

PREREQUISITES

13: Getting Started with ARKit

TBD
Andy Obusek
iOS Team Lead
Automated testing tools for iOS have come a long way since the initial
release of the iPhone SDK. Learn how to improve your app’s quality
by using TDD to build both the model and user interface layers of an
application. You’ll learn what TDD is, how it can be used in unit tests
to verify simple model objects, code that uses a remote API, and user
interface code. Plus: some tricks for writing tests easier!

Joey Devilla
TBD
Android Team Member
If you watched that stunning augmented reality
(AR) demonstration at WWDC 2017 and thought “I’d like to make apps
like that someday,” “someday” starts at this workshop. You’ll learn
about the features of Apple’s ARKit augmented reality framework,
harness data from the camera and your users’ motions, present
information and draw images over real-world scenes, and make the
world your View Controller!

11: Advanced WKWebView

PREREQUISITES

14: Custom Views

PREREQUISITES

PREREQUISITES

Eric Soto
TBD
iOS Team Member
In this session, you will learn how to use
WKWebView to embed HTML that looks seamless with iOS native
controls. This can save a lot of time by not having to build storyboards
(or UI) for substantial areas of your apps, and you can even repurpose
the same content in Android. Learn how to structure CSS/fonts,
intercept hyperlink taps, integrate Javascript with Swift, and more!

Lea Marolt Sonnenschein
TBD
Article Team Member
Learn three different ways of creating and
manipulating custom views. First, learn how to supercharge your
IB through code and create unique views using storyboards. Next,
dive into creating flexible and reusable views. Finally, bring it all
together with some CoreGraphics and CoreAnimation pizazz!

12: Clean Architecture on
Android

15: App Development Workflow

PREREQUISITES

TBD
Joe Howard
Android Team Lead
In the past few years, a number of examples of Clean Architecture
on Android have been presented within the Android community.
This session will discuss some of the history and theory behind
Clean Architecture, show an example app use case from the
“outside-in”, and then demonstrate the development of a new app
use case from the “inside-out”.

PREREQUISITES

Namrata Bandekar
TBD
iOS Team Member
Building an iOS app is easy. Building a
successful one however needs more effort. This session will focus
on automating your builds, using continuous integration to test and
deploy them, and finally integrating analytics and tracking once your
app is released to prepare for the next iteration. You will walk away
with a toolset for building an efficient app development workflow.

SCHEDULE DETAILS

Jawwad Ahmad
TBD
iOS Team Member
As an iOS developer, the most
important tool you use is Xcode. Learn how to supercharge
your efficiency with various tips and tricks.

The Dark Side

James Dempsey
Tapas Software

We strive to write great
code and create apps that
delight users. But anger, frustration, and even fear can
lead us down a path to the dark side. Through stories
and examples, we’ll explore how the success of our
technology is not just in the code that we write, but
also in how we treat our fellow coders.

Phillip Shoemaker

18: Advanced Unidirectional
Architecture

PREREQUISITES

TBD
Rene Cacheaux
iOS Team Member
In this tutorial we will combine all the cutting edge architecture
design techniques such as reactive programming, dependency
injection, protocol oriented programming, unidirectional
data flow, use cases, and more in order to master the art of
designing codebases that can easily change over time. Learn
what causes code to change, how to minimize the effort to deal
with those changes, and how to apply this in your own apps
(such as switching from RxSwift to ReactiveSwift, from Core
Data to Realm, or from one view implementation to another!)

Cloud Firestore Workshop

Jen Person
Learn how to use Cloud
Google Firebase Firestore, the next-generation
document-object database in the cloud from
Firebase, in developing production ready scalable
apps. You’ll get a general introduction to NoSQL
databases, and then we’ll cover more advanced
topics like querying, transactions, security rules,
offline support, pagination, and more!

RWDevCon has
a special event at the
end of the conference
you won’t want to miss,
so make sure you
stay till the end...
or don’t cry to us later!

RWConnect
Closing
Reception

Lessons from the App Store
Developers have referred to the App Store Review
process as a black box, one that can’t be understood.
In this talk, I’ll share the lessons we learned from the
inside of the App Store, and how we managed to
help change the world, one app at a time.

Concluding
Remarks

5:00 – 7:00

EDISON FOYER

EDISON D

PREREQUISITES

Andrei Freeman
raywenderlich.com Podcaster
We all are unique, from our experiences and
interests to our bodies and minds. Some things we
view as assets and others as detriments. Learning
how to accept and leverage all of them can make
us versatile and more creative; and as a result work
better to navigate the insanity of our industries.

4:15 – 5:00

ALL ROOMS

TBD
Janie Clayton
raywenderlich.com Podcaster
Metal is a low level framework that allows you to control
your code down to the bit level. However, many common
operations don’t require you to get down to that level
because they are handled by Core Image and SceneKit. This
session will show you what operations you get with SceneKit
and how you can go deeper with Metal when you need to
without losing the convenience of SceneKit.

17: Xcode Tips & Tricks

EDISON EFG

PREREQUISITES

EDISON ABCD

16: Integrating Metal
Shaders with SceneKit

April 7: 2:45 – 4:00
Embracing the Different

EDISON EFG

EDISON ABC

April 7: 12:45 – 2:30

It’s so hard to say
goodbye. We ease
the pain with one
last chance to mix
and mingle with the
speakers and the new
friends you’ve met!

FAMILY FUN CALENDAR
Thursday April 5

Saturday April 7

Family Connect & Go

Family Connect & Go

Families and Adults, come connect and
go explore together!

9:30 - 9:45am
Other times
as arranged

Families and Adults, come connect and
go explore together!

If you signed up for a Guided Tour with USA If you signed up for a Guided Tour with USA
Guided Tours, they’ll come pick you up.
Guided Tours, they’ll come pick you up.
Otherwise, bring ideas and figure it out
with others OR bring solid plans and share!

Otherwise, bring ideas and figure it out
with others OR bring solid plans and share!

Location: Hotel Lobby

Location: Hotel Lobby

Family Meet & Greet

6:00 - 8:00pm

Friday April 6

Family Fun Night

Let’s meet and start to connect! Brought
For those with families: Pizza and a Movie
the kids? Please bring the whole family.
(“Coco”, Disney Pixar OR “Emoji Movie”).
Single or group adults? Please come also so Pizza, Water & Soft Drinks will be provided.
we can connect you with others.
For the adults: Bring dinner. Snacks, beer
A rep from USA Guided Tours will be onand wine will be provided and there is
site with info on various tours. Learn more a dining table in the same space so the
about the tour options at
adults can sit and eat.
https://usaguidedtours.com/. We
If you would rather hang out with other
recommend you book at the meet & greet
adults, still come! Have a beer or wine
so that we can keep our groups together!
and then pair up with others that want to
Note that all tours are self-pay.
go out to dinner or some other evening
Location: Bell Conference Room
activity.
Location: Presidential Suite (9th Floor)

What are Family Fun Days?

It’s a way for the families of attendees to connect and go explore D.C. together.
The idea is for families to self-organize into affinity groups with like interests.

How do I connect with other family members?

The fastest way to connect is on the RWDevCon #family-fun-days Slack channel!
Or find them in the Family Roster and email or call.
Don’t have access to the Family Roster? Contact Eric (info to right) for access.

Family Pen-Pal Get Together
For those with families: Let the family
hang out and play one last time and
become pen-pals? Bring pens and paper so
we can exchange addresses, etc.
For lone/group adults: Form a group and
go to dinner? Go or a night bus tour?
For All: Possibly others might be in town
longer? Plan further?
Location: Bell Conference Room

RWDevCon 2018 Family Fun Volunteer
Organizers
Eric Soto: (fastest) Slack #family-fun-days channel
or text 954-288-0594. Email: (slowest) eric@issfl.com
Michelle Soto: text 561-252-4106
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